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Abstract 
This paper sought to explain the role of learning resources in teaching and 
learning of Igbo language. Igbo language as a subject is environment 
oriented. Therefore teaching the subject is meaningless if the environmental 
resources are not used as catalyst of knowledge. This paper addresses basic 
issues in resources utilization for effective teaching. In doing so, basic 
questions are posed which form the study pattern and based on the answers; 
relevant conclusion and recommendations are drawn. 

Introduction 
The use of learning resources in education delivery generally can never be over emphasized. 

Research evidence has shown that learning environment is a serious factor in quick and prompt 
attainment and sustenance of learning outcomes. Arts subjects focus on man and his environment, 
hence utilization of resources in the environment of man for teaching these subjects must definitely 
lead to effective teaching. 

Therefore this paper seeks to answer the following pertinent questions which captures the 
thrust of the paper: 
<* What is the nature of arts subjects? 
<* What learning resources are effective for teaching of arts subjects? 
<* What are the roles of instructional resources in arts teaching in general and Igbo language in 

particular? 
* What are the qualities of good learning resources? 
*t* Are there some instruction resources? 

An attempt is made to provide answers to these questions and this form the structure of this 
paper. Conclusion and recommendations are drawn based on the answers to the questions. 

Nature of Arts and Social Science Subjects 
Arts subjects include language, cultural and creative art, music, history among others. These 

subject areas are a kind of shorthand for the study of man by pupils and students in primary and 
secondary schools respectively. These subjects are important in order to fully understand man. For 
instance, language help in communication: cultural and creative arts help in appreciating nature, while 
music is the 'oil' with which man 'eats' 'life'. Fig 1 below show the interrelatedness of arts, man and 
environment. 



 



Fig 1: Interplay of Arts, environment and man 
The problems bordering man could be; communicative, religious, cultural, physical environment 

impositions and natural problems which man tries to overcome by interacting with one another, for social, economic, 
political development. 

Teaching and learning of these subjects that are environmentally based therefore require the use of 
environmental/community resources to drive the concepts and contents home. Therefore, problem oriented media 
process as well as the entire environment of man should form the bases for choice of media for effective teaching of arts 
subjects. 

Learning Resources for Effective Teaching of Arts Subjects 
A resource is anything, phenomena, object, etc, that is useful to man in one way or the other. It can be human 

or material (both animate and inanimate). A learning resources is anything, phenomena, objects, etc that enhances 
the leaching and learning process. 

Learning resources are instructional media for making learning purposeful, vivid, interesting, meaningful and 
understandable. They are resources which both the teacher and his students use for the purpose of earning effective 
teaching and learning. 

Learning resources are either non-projected, visual, projected, electronic media or community resources. The 
non-projected visual include printed and non-printed media. The projected and •electronic include software and 
hardware while the community resources include artifacts, environmental landmarks or cultural centers 
including museums. The fig. 2 gives a vivid understanding of the categorization of the educational media. 

 
Fig 2: Classification of Educational Media Adapted from Ughamadu 1992 

The implication of choice of appropriate resources for art subject is enormous. For instance wall maps, 
stamps, posters, used almanac, newspapers, are multidimensional. Institutional resources should be used as well in 
providing effective ecology for learning of arts subject. The wholistic nature of arts subjects point to the fact that they 
focus on problems and interaction patterns. In other words, according to Osakwe and Iredjere, (1993) the issues in 
these subject areas attempt at examine historical, cultural, sociological, environmental, or other related dimensions. 
This wholistic nature holds implication for use of wholistic approaches like field trips and institutionalized resources 
like visiting places like museums and natural resources like caves, river, valleys, rock out crops like 
Olumo or Zuma rock areas. 

 
Role of Instructional Resources 

Learning resources are used to clarify a point, emphasize a point, add variety, change focus, record the 
main point, enhance your professional image and mark off your presentation (Rianes and Williamson, 1995), 
Ughamadu (1992:9), also indicated other roles as; stimulation of interest, making education to be more 
productive, taking care of wide audience, providing meaningful sources of information, helping to overcome 
physical limitations in teaching learning environment or situation; making learning become more concentrate, 
real, immediate and permanent, stimulation of problem-solving in students, contributing to performance 
analysis, helping to individualize instruction, helping to carrying complex events. 

Imogie (1987) also noted other values of audio visual materials as: 
*I* Reinforcing verbal messages, 
*»* Allowing all members of a group the opportunity to share a joint experience. 
<* Providing for a direct interaction of student with their social and physical environment among 

others. 
Adeyanju (1987) also opined that concepts on social science, space, logistics, our cultural heritage 



like music dancing and even health matters can be made more meaningful if the media of animation is used for 
communication purposes. 

Onyejemezi (1981) mentioned other roles of instructional materials as: giving concrete basis for 
conceptual thinking, making learning permanent, enhancing interest, offering reality of experience for self 
activity and creativity among others. 

Qualitative of Good Learning Resources 
Instructional media should posses high qualify in the following areas: 
Appropriateness to age of learner, relevance to the lesson, clarity, adequacy in size, interest, 

simplification of concepts, durability, readily improvisable, truthfulness of materials in representing reality. 
Raines and Williams (1995:5) highlighted instances to avoid using learning resources for teaching and 
learning especially when they: distract or detracts from the focus of your presentation, are poor in quality, 
are irrelevant (even though it is interesting), are solely a time filler, are outdated and or if they do not suit your 
purpose, do not fit your audience. 

Some Specific Learning Resources in Arts Subjects 
As pointed earlier that arts subjects are environmental oriented, and utilize a wide range of media, 

there is therefore hardly, any phenomena in the environment which cannot be utilized for teaching. 
Therefore apart from the use of every other media implicated in this study, arts subjects utilize some 
specific ones especially those that are process-oriented and provide avenue for interaction. They include, 
resources persons, fields trips/excursion/field work; simulation game, special textual materials like 
magazines, newspaper, periodicals calendars, pictures, well sheets etc. and audio visual materials like TV, 
radio, Tapes, Videos, CD, DVD. 

Resources Person 
Humans form the most valuable resources in the teaching of arts subjects. A resources person is a 

human asset that may be utilized in enhancing understanding in certain areas or human endeavours or 
field of learning. Resources persons are professionals that demonstrate reasonable mastery and skill in their 
fields of endeaour. Resources persons may be within or outside the school community. Language students 
need to see the activities of responsible and respected individuals who pass through the crucible of possible 
change and experience in their fields. The class teacher is not knowing, the pupils should be made to realize 
this. Pupils also learnin through role models, they have varied interests, which lead them to varied 
professions. So, resources persons facilitate life long learning. Adequate preparations are important of 
inviting resources persons. The setting for the interactions between the resources person and pupils must be 
prepared before hand. School morals must be kept high while the resource person is around. The problem 
of time, suitable resource persons, costs, unforeseen disappointment and timetable adjustments must be 
attacked. 

Field Trip/Excursion/Field Work 
Field work is a situation where students can embark upon what to have direct contact with 

facts. The learners interacts directly with the environment. Through this media students: Are acquainted with 
real life problem Interact with real life situation Are involved in decision-making Collect data 
Produce reports, models/charts. 

Simulation Games in Teaching Language Art 
Simulation games are important media for language teaching. Simulation-games are real life activities performed 

by pupils. They are simulations if the act is problem solving oriented and games 
if based on emergence of winners or losers. 

Some social studies games include migration game developed by Anikweze (1989), Snake and ladder game, 
gig-saw games, scrabble game, monopoly games etc, while Umo (2001) developed vowel learning games in Igbo 
language. 

Language Laboratories 
In good language laboratory, equipment for close circuit tele-conferencing audition and translation of 

languages are kept. These equipment help in phonological and syntaxical training. Through this process, one can audit 
once voice and make commandments during oral English lessons. 

Development of language laboratory in communities is very important. Also, language teachers should ensure 
that they use at least, radio programmes in their teaching. Students' activities in the language class can be taped and 
replayed for criticism. This will make the pupils to sharpen up their language skills for living. We all know our classroom 
environment. We also know our home; environment. The question is whether they are complementary as learning is a 
continuous process;. In our home, we watch TV programmes, watch language games/films. How do these events relate to 
our teaching in the school? Use of these amenities we find in our homes in the school setting is very important and that 
is a major problem with the Nigerian school environment. 

1CT Centre 
Information, Communication Technology (ICT) has squeezed the world into a global village. This ICT is ruling 



the. world today. We now have e-learning, e- teaching using e-resources, e-library. Through Internet services using 
computers and telecommunication, all types of teaching resources in arts and social sciences can be utilized. One can 
use flash drives diskettes, CD/DVD to plant, transplant, or capture or dub any media for language teaching. 

The use of computers as a learning resource is made possible by the world wide web (WWW), that is 
information super high way. This is global network that enables every computer on earth to have access to world wide 
information traffic. The web therefore, is a network link through the satellite. It is important for every literate Nigerian to 
the following skills; drill and practice, give tutorials, conduct, simulations and games, adopt problems solving 
techniques in the class and use tools like calculators, computers etc efficiently. 

Music Room 
This is room where all musical equipment both local and foreign are kept. The equipment 

range from Ichaka to piano. Music is a course that cannot be effectively taught without these equipment. The 
ICT applications have made the job of performing musicians easy. 

Arts Corner 
Their studio or comer is kept in schools to showcase the materials or resources depicting a 

cultural millue of the environment of art. In a typical art corner, items like, different currencies, postal stamps, albums of 
heroes and celebrities, archival phenomena including structures of various masquerades are kept. The corner is never 
a dumping ground but rather it is unending or endearing system that grows with time. 

Utilizing Educational Media 
The guidelines to be followed in utilizing media in classroom situation include: 

a) Teacher's self preparation which  implies:  teacher preparing himself adequately well  in advance He should be 
physically, mentally and psychologically fit to analyze media in classroom 
setting 
He should be innovative and resourceful and must be acquainted with the operation of the 
media (preview) 

b) Teacher preparing the environment, meaning that 
The learning environment must be put in order to enable meaningful outcomes to manifest. Teachers prepare, the gadget 
and get them ready before hand to ensure adequate interaction patterns in media utilization 

c) Teacher prepares the class, meaning that students should be well arranged. 
d) Teachers utilizing media, meaning that they: 

Should show the environment of the media properly and avoid over shooting if the media is film. Projections should 
be well ahead of the heads of students for example. 

e) Teacher initiates follow up activities, for meaningful transfer of learning to take place. 

Conclusion 
The tone of a school is actually a function of provision of the environmental concomitants which really affect the 

school ecology. Without the aforementioned media, teaching and learning process will hardly be effective. If actually the 
essence of teaching is to prepare the child for life, life skills are not acquired with bare hand and learners must manipulate 
gadgets in real life setting, hence the school should provide prototypes of these appliances pupils will eventually meet as they 
grow into adulthood. 
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